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PRESS RELEASE
videoNEXT Announces SKM-Mobile™ for Apple’s iPhone
Chantilly, Va. – September 12, 2008 – videoNEXT, a technological leader of physical security
information management (PSIM) solutions, today announced the availability of its wireless video
surveillance solution, SKM-Mobile™, utilizing the Apple iPhone. Offering its proven video
surveillance application, Security Knowledge Manager™ (SKM™), on the iPhone device provides
organizations with video monitoring and increased responsiveness no matter where they are located.
“There are no other solutions in the security space as comprehensive as our video surveillance
application and available on Apple’s iPhone,” said Ryan Kaltenbaugh, director, Global Business
Development for videoNEXT. “The iPhone is an ideal mobile platform for viewing surveillance video
and is nothing short of ground breaking for the security space. Our SKM-Mobile solution is available
on multiple mobile platforms and we are thrilled to now be able to offer it on the popular iPhone.”
“videoNEXT has again produced a great security application now utilizing the iPhone to offer security
professionals,” said Tony Padilla, CEO for a videoNEXT systems integrator, Secure Integrator. “With
the availability of videoNEXT’s innovative wireless video surveillance offering on the iPhone, the
market potential has expanded to a much wider audience.”
SKM-Mobile enables organizations to increase the responsiveness of their surveillance system by
providing the ability to monitor and control cameras and receive alarms all from a PDA or mobile
phone working on Windows Mobile version 5 or 6 and now Apple’s iPhone. SKM for the iPhone is a
user name and password protected application that incorporates advanced video analytic technology
to send alarms/alerts to the iPhone when user-defined events occur. It also provides users the
capability to playback recorded and archived video on their iPhone.
videoNEXT’s SKM is an open, standards-based software solution that works with nearly any IP,
digital or analog camera, runs on any Intel or compatible server and uses an organization’s existing
security and data infrastructure in new and powerful ways. It provides the easiest and most scalable
IP surveillance and physical security information management solution available today. Combining
this with full policy-level administration and its unique flexible high availability Storage Volume
Manager – organizations now have a highly capable, powerful, scalable and easy-to-use physical
security information management tool that truly synchronizes security.
-more-

About videoNEXT
videoNEXT is a founding leader and developer of Physical Security Information Management (PSIM)
solutions for commercial, government and military sites with installations worldwide. The company’s
flagship software, Security Knowledge Manager™ (SKM™), is a true, open PSIM platform designed
to synchronize an organization’s security information into a single, user-friendly and manageable
solution. SKM leverages a classical IT approach to video and sensor content management for
capturing, organizing, storing and displaying video and sensor data. The growing SKM-family of
enterprise-class products includes: v-AC access control module, v-MX video display offering, v-IQ
video analytics and SKM-Mobile wireless solutions. Founded in 2002, the company is headquartered
in Chantilly, Va. For more information on videoNEXT, visit www.videoNEXT.com or call
866.723.3077.
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